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About This Game

For 13 Centuries, the warriors of metal have protected the lands with their glorious Electric guitars, Bass guitars, Drums, and
Microphones of power steel. The Warriors of metal would smite all those who stand in the way of the almighty King of Metal,
but due to the current longlasting peace, the warriors of metal were disassembled. But Unknown to the king, on a small island

off the coast of the mainland, a great evil lurks. The Cult of Midi, an evil forbidden cult, have uncovered a dark power not made
for human hands... The Converter! With the power of the converter, the head of the Cult of Midi, Davendithas, plans to corrupt

and convert the lands into an unrecognizable mess! You are the last hope for Metal! and maybe the world...

Metal Quest is a party/class-based RPG, with an open world to explore and plenty of optional dungeons and bosses to fight.
Metal Quest differs from other RPG games because of its Metal themes. All of the music in Metal Quest is recorded on an

Electric Guitar.

The gameplay of Metal Quest consists of adventuring, interacting with NPCs, solving puzzles, and exploring dungeons in the
overworld. while enemy encounters take place in a separate, semi-turn-based combat screen. where the player will have access

to plenty of different instruments, special attacks, spells, and items bought in the overworld.

Metal Quest has a unique world, and story, with plenty of NPC's, to interact with, and to talk to, to learn more about the game's
world and

some of the current threats in it.
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So far I've played the game for nearly 13 hours and haven't finished it yet. I just wanted to say that so far, I've been taking my
time and exploring every inch of land in the game, talking to every npc, opening every chest, reading every word of dialogue,
fighting every enemy, etc, and I would say from my time played that I got my money's worth.

As a huge fan of metal, I had to pick this game up. I was pleasantly surprised to find an Alestorm reference early on and I
believe I'm nearly done with the game, though only time will tell.

If I had to choose one word to describe Metal Quest, I'd choose the word: "Cute".
From the music, to the illustrations, to the dialogue, Metal Quest feels like an NES or SNES throwback to oldschool RPGs. It
was a little nostalgic to be honest and I enjoyed my time playing. I'm still working towards the end, but so far so good!

- Crankage Games (Developer of Metal as P H U K). Game isn't terrible. Average output of RPGmaker. All the sprites and
stuff are original. Jobel is in it.
The music is all done on the creator's guitar. That's decent. If you're willing to spend $5 on an RPGmaker game with a fair bit of
work put into it, go ahead. Personally, I just didn't find the gameplay terribly compelling. Don't let that stop you, though.. This
game is pretty good for a first release and overall it shows that a lot of effort has been put in.
Though not without problems for those who are looking for a nostalgic old retro game with a metal music theme you could do a
lot worse than this game. Overall good fun to play and although ive only just started the game im looking forward to finishing it
all as i go back to play an hour or two each day. Heavy!

Fun little game,
I'd recommend buying it!

Love the originality = A+++

I'm waiting for the soundtrack to be released!!
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